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AN ACT RESPECTING MUNICIPALITÉ DE SAINT-AMBROISE

AS it is in the interest of Municipalité de Saint-Ambroise that it be granted certain powers;

THE PARLIAMENT OF QUÉBEC ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:

1. Despite the Act respecting municipal industrial immovables (R.S.Q., chapter I-0.1), Municipalité de Saint-Ambroise may alienate the parcel of land consisting of Parts A and B described in Schedule I in favour of the Société immobilière du Québec.

2. The title of ownership of Part B, conferred on Municipalité de Saint-Ambroise by the deed published in the registry office of the registration division of Chicoutimi on 23 October 1978 under number 337-573, is validated.

3. This Act comes into force on 4 December 2009.
SCHEDULE I
(Section 1)

PART A

A parcel of land of irregular shape known and designated as part of original lot FIFTEEN (pt lot 15), rang Est, in the official cadastre of Canton de Bourget, within the limits of Municipalité de Saint-Ambroise, in the registration division of Chicoutimi, bounded and described as follows: northerly, by part of original lot 16 described in Part B, measuring within that limit eighty-seven metres and twenty-five hundredths (87.25 m); easterly, by a residual part of original lot 15, property of Municipalité de Saint-Ambroise, measuring within that limit eighty-three metres and forty-one hundredths (83.41 m); southerly, by part of original lot 15 (Route 172) (public road), measuring within that limit successive lengths of five metres and eighty-one hundredths (5.81 m) and eighty-one metres and twenty-seven hundredths (81.27 m); and westerly, by part of lot 15-26, property of Équipement Capital, measuring within that limit seventy-one metres and eighty-eight hundredths (71.88 m), comprising an area of six thousand seven hundred and sixty-four square metres and six tenths (6,764.6 m²).

PART B

A parcel of land of trapezoidal shape known and designated as part of the original lot SIXTEEN (pt lot 16), in the said range and cadastre, bounded and described as follows: northerly, by lot 16-27 (rue des Producteurs), measuring within that limit eighty-seven metres (87.00 m); easterly, by a residual part of original lot 16, property of Municipalité de Saint-Ambroise, measuring within that limit forty-three metres and ten hundredths (43.10 m); southerly, by part of original lot 15 described in Part A, measuring within that limit eighty-seven metres and twenty-five hundredths (87.25 m); and westerly, by lot 16-26, measuring within that limit forty-seven metres and fifty-three hundredths (47.53 m), comprising an area of three thousand nine hundred and forty square metres and eight tenths (3,940.8 m²).